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telecom invoices

up to 30%

Tmanco is expert partner from Anatole (www.anatole.net) and distributes the solution AnatoleTEM

Hello,

If you don’t use a Telecom Expense Management solution yet, then you can 
probably reduce your telecom invoices by up to 30% without changing 
operator or renegociating the conditions, but simply by better managing your 
telecom fleet.

This presentation describes how with the solution Anatole Telecom Expense 
Manager, distributed in Switzerland by Tmanco.
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Telecom Lifecycle

Regain control of your Telecom Lifecycle

Consume

Optimize Monitor

Contract Pay

Procure

We pay

Nobody controlsEverybody wastes

He consumes

I negociate

You order
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The telecom lifecycle involves many actors, activities and tools. When not 
coordinated, each step inflates the invoice.
I negociate
You order
He consumes
We pay
Bottom line, nobody controls
And everybody wastes
Anatole Telecom Expense Manager federates all actors and activities around 
a common tool, like an ERP.
This optimizes each step, reduces the waste and therefore the invoice

Thousants of companies worldwide already use a TEM solution and confirm 
savings from 10 to 30% representing up to 10 times the cost of the solution 
itself.
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TEM = management portal + process automation + services
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A brief overview how a TEM solution works
Through a browser, the administrator accesses the management portal and 
performs all common activities
The operator files are imported with all details about costs and traffic
This information is combined with organizational information such as users, 
cost-center, etc.
And this makes it possible to generate a variety of reports to inform users, 
allocate costs or detect anomalies

If you are familiar with a call accounting system used with your telephone switch, 
TEM replaces that system and offers much more.

In the following pages, we’ll see how that can optimize each step of the lifecycle
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Consume

Optimize Monitor

Pay

Procure

Negociate where it matters, information is power

Information is power

Know your traffic,
patterns, trends
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Contract

During the negociation phase, a good knowledge of the current situation, 
volumes, costs, type of traffic, enables a more targetted and efficient 
negociation.
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Contract

Manage ordering & inventory, know what you have

Manage orders/inventory

Reduce workload
with automation

Manage inventory:
users, lines,
devices,…
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Consume

Optimize Monitor

Pay

Procure

An inventory management and automation can save time.
We estimate that it takes a fulltime job to manage 1000 mobiles
This workload can be divided by 2 with TEM
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Instruct & involve your users, best practices

Usage guidelines/policy

Inform about most 
adequate tools to use

Clarify and communicate
acceptable rules
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Contract

Optimize Monitor

Pay

Procure Consume

By involving the users and informing them about the best way to communicate, 
you can prevent cost explosion
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Verify your invoices before paying

Check what you pay

Check invoice against
inventory & contract

Spot anomalies,
investigate
unusual 
variations
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Contract

Consume

Optimize Monitor

Procure

Pay

By systematically verifying the invoices, you can avoid errors such as
Lines terminated but still invoiced
Paying a mobile invoice for a former employe
The provider forgetting to apply the correct discount
Without TEM tool, such verifications are tedious and the errors remain 

unresolved.
In 2003, a study in USA revealed an error-rate of 7-12% in telecom invoices
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Involve your users, enforce policies, allocate costs

Inform about costs & trends
Increase cost awareness

Send automated reports
every month
to every user / manager

Inform users, allocate costs
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Contract

Consume

Optimize

Pay

Procure

Monitor

Allocate costs, inform users, follow-up the trend.
A good monitoring prevents bad surprises and abuse.
Our customers confirm that systematically sending reports to endusers 

contibrutes alot to reducing the costs, with reductions up to 50% in some 
cases
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Optimize choices, evaluate ROI of technical solutions

Check & correct
inadequate options

Evaluate Technical solutions
VoIP, UCC, Routing,..

Make the right choices

Eg: changing data option
for 23 mobiles
can save 10’000 CHF/year
(real Swisscom customer)

Eg: routing mobile calls
through your fix network
can save up to 75%
on international calls

OFFICE
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Contract

Consume

Monitor

Pay

Procure

Optimize

Various optimizations can reduce the costs without necessarily renegociating the 
contract. For example:

Select the best options for the mobile lines
Implement a VoIP infrastructure
Route mobile calls through your fix network
A TEM tool makes it easy to perform these activities and quantify the ROI to 

unblock a budget
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The roadmap to success: optimize at all layers 

Provider
Contract, Choices

renegotiate, rfp, subscription, options

Product
Routing, Technology

mobile calls through office, VoIP, UCC,…

People
Usage policy, Transparency

define, monitor, enforce, detailed reports

Process
Accountability, Admin

allocate all costs, reduce hidden costs or
ga
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We can optimize at various phases of the lifecycle, but also at various layers
The first layer that comes in mind is the provider to optimize the contractual 
conditions
Then, using products to optimize the call routing
Then, involve the users to prevent abuse and increase cost awareness
And finally, improve the processes to reduce the hidden administration costs

This « Top – Down » approach is the most common, probably because it is easier 
to put pressure to the outside then to reorganize internally
However, the opposite approach « Bottom – Up » proves to be more efficient 
because you solve the root problems and each layers enables a better 
optimisation of the successive layers. This is not an absolute rule, low hanging 
fruit shouldn’t wait !
Bottom line: first measure, then cut !
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Money

Assets

Time

Monitor

Pay

Optimize

Contract

Procure Consume

and all optimization layersFor all phases of the Telecom Lifecycle
We provide the application Anatole TEM and services

To optimize your Money, Assets and Time 

Tmanco & Anatole, your optimization partners

And move from optimization projects to optimized operations
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Together with Anatole, Tmanco offer a variety of services to optimize your costs 
and processes
For all phases of the Telecom Lifecycle
and all optimization layers
We provide the application Anatole Telecom Expense Manager
as well as various Managed and Consulting services
To optimize your Money, Assets and Time
And move from optimization projects
to optimized operations

Contact us to investigate more this matter and prepare, you too, to make the 
move to this new way of managing your telecom services.

Thanks for your attention


